
Sherpa
An InDesign plug-in

Handling metadata

in placed images
Create better search criterieas for your image archive

Start automatic workflows from within InDesign

Use any hot folder based software to integrate with Sherpa

Create smarter workflows and better archives with Sherpa

Create archives

Using Sherpa you can set and edit metadata just

before you use the image, while mounted in 

InDesign. Even more, you can add new metadata

created from the InDesign document, e.g. when an

image was published an a certain page.

Metadata

Image archiving in DAM-systems are using meta-

data. Keywords, copyright holders, caption texts

etc are all there.  Drag & Drop the caption text to

a text box, update missing information, use pre-

defined values set by yourself and available in

dropdown menus.

Create workflows

By setting metadata you can create automatic

workflows with interaction with third party 

systems supporting this, e.g. FileTrain. This means

you are able to set a value in Sherpa which File-

Train reacts upon that can literally send your file

to the other side of the world for manipulation if

you like.

Three different Actions

You can use three different kinds of Actions in

Sherpa. Metadata, Copy, and Hot folder. 

This means any hot folder based software can 

interact with Sherpa so you are for example able

to send an image for an auto retouch on a server.
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All information at once in a single palette with actions

Create any action you like to handle metadata, add them

in action sets and add metadata created by Sherpa
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Actions sets

To get even more out of Sherpa you are able

to combine all kinds of Actions into Action

sets. Just add the Actions you like to use in the

order you want them to perform and you can

have them all done with just one click.

Quality control

There are a quality control built-in which al-

lows you to set the resolution you need in

your images to get a good result. When you

edit your layout, you can see if an image have

too low resolution using the Q-value icons.

Size control

For many countries, the size of the image when

publishing sets the price of the image. Sherpa has

a built-in check where you can set your own sizes

and check that the images are at the best size in

the relation price and size.

Combine

Sherpa is perfect to use as an InDesign client for

many different purposes. Edit and handle metadata

direct in Sherpa, send and route files whereever

you like in combination with FileTrain. Use auto-

matic image enhancement tools like Elpical Claro

or Color Factory. 
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